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Shaw & Riley are an established Yorkshire 
based Cabinet Makers, providing one off 
bespoke pieces of British Brand furniture and 
cabinetry to private individuals, as well as 
hand made volume furniture to ecclesiastical 
and heritage establishments, high end      
retailers, hotels and spas. 

Over the years we have attracted many     
distinguished customers.      

Our furniture can be found in such places as; 
Osborne House the Isle of Wight, Harewood 
House Yorkshire, Argyll's Lodging at Stirling 
Castle Scotland, York Minster, Apple Studios 

London, Sunderland Football Club board-
room and ladies room, as well as in homes of 
many discerning clients around the world. 

Shaw & Riley specialise in understanding the 
client’s design, hand selecting the timber 
direct from the sawmill, and then lovingly 
hand crafting the finest quality pieces. 
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Shaw & Riley was established in York in 1980 by Frank Shaw 
and Mike Riley, and gained an enviable reputation for          
designing and producing high quality, lifestyle pieces of       
furniture, handmade with an excellent attention to every     
intricate detail. 

Following their retirement, Frank and Mike were keen that 
their recognised name and reputation continued, maintaining 
the skills, craft and employment of their own long serving 
employees, and building the business with innovation and 
technology. 

Twenty Five, a York based Principal Contractor with a         
comprehensive experience of high end fit out in residential, 
retail, heritage, joinery and commercial property development, 
met that criteria.. and coincidentally one of the directors had 
been a Shaw & Riley apprentice! 

Continuing the aspiration for excellence, Twenty Five          
purchased the business on the understanding that Frank and 
Mike would come back to visit, share their knowledge and 
continue their love of fine cabinetry (we weren't going to let 
them disappear that easily!), and of course we are proud to 
retain the Shaw & Riley craftsmen who continue to lovingly 
produce each individual piece of high quality furniture that 
built the Shaw & Riley reputation. 

About Us 
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All artists like to sign their work and           
Yorkshire's finest cabinet makers are no   
different. We are known as the "Yorkshire 
Critters"... Beavers, acorns, vikings, Robert 
“Mousey” Thompson, and the Seahorsemen of 
Hessay!  The carved figure, sometimes       
obvious, sometimes hidden, is a mark of    
quality by its creator. 

A question is often asked of why the presence 
of a Yorkshire critters mark adds so             
significantly to value. 

A large number of good quality pieces were 
made, lacking a symbol, and make far less in 
the auction rooms. An answer comes down to 
confidence; a critter mark denotes superb 
quality. People are confident a piece of         
furniture they buy with that mark is worth 
what they pay for it and will not decrease in 
value.  

"Sebastian" the seahorse features on every 
piece of bespoke cabinetry we produce; 
whether he's carved inside a door or discretely 
hidden on a piece of paper and tucked inside 
the oak structure of a church font, the final 
embellishment is the craftsman's signature, 
marking the hours of love and care he has 
spent creating that one piece. 

The seahorse was the suggestion of Frank's 
mother who suggested it to her young, newly 
qualified cabinet maker son, knowing his love 
of diving around the coast of the UK. The 
anchor outside our showroom door was     
actually dived from the sea bed by Frank.  

Seb is an integral part of the Shaw & Riley 
team, and will continue watching over every 
piece of Shaw & Riley bespoke furniture as 
they become the antiques and heirlooms of 
the future.  

A Yorkshire Critter 
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Our Workshops & Showroom 

Shaw and Riley Cabinet Makers was         
established in York over 30 years ago. Our 
showroom is 6 miles west of central York, 
just off the Harrogate Road, in the village of 
Hessay. 

Our highly skilled cabinet makers, bench 
hand joiners and polishers take great pride in 
producing handcrafted, bespoke furniture 
using artisan skills, within our 10,000 sqft 
joiners shop and polishing studio.  

Using traditional tools and machinery as well 
as state of the art equipment, our beautiful  
designs of both classical and contemporary 
styles produce unique pieces…                                                  
                                      ..heirlooms of the future. 
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From the complete fit out of a library, or a   
bespoke kitchen, to an intricately inlaid        
humidor or jewellery box for that special gift, 
Shaw & Riley will transform your ideas into 
reality with each lovingly crafted unique piece. 
Our specialist team will interpret your ideas 
through fully signed off design and skilled 
craftsmanship. 

Twenty Five (York) Ltd are our innovative, 
multi-disciplined principal contractor division, 
experienced in fit out and refurbishment 
throughout the UK, from residential              
conversions in Yorkshire to multi-million 
pound store refurbishments in central London. 

We work with interior designers to provide an 
all encompassing service, tailored to your     
exacting requirements through a practical,   
dedicated approach and enjoyment in its      
delivery. 

From Design to Installation to Project Management 

“As a designer it is always a challenge 
finding contractors who are committed 
to bringing creative ideas to life.  
 

Having first worked with Ian and      
Stuart six years ago, their efforts in    
understanding our ideas combined with 
their knowledge in how we could make 
them happen made the construction    
process effortless.  
 

It is refreshing to work with people who 
clearly have an interest and enjoyment      
in what they are doing, and seem to 
thrive in instilling this ethos to their 
staff and subcontractors..”  
 
Karl Mannerings 

Interior Designer—William & Son Mayfair 
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Portfolio Examples 
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Portfolio Examples 
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Station Yard, Hessay, York YO26 8JS 

Telephone: 01904 738700 

hello@shawandriley.co.uk 


